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Wordless
“Journey”
By Aaron Becker
J-ER BEC
A lonely girl draws her way into a fantastic journey.
She encounters some problems, but in the end
manages to escape as well as make a new friend.

“Float”
By Daniel Miyares
J-ER MIY
On a rainy day a young boy makes a boat out of
newspaper. When he brings it outside and sets it
afloat it moves too quickly and he has to chase it.

“Flashlight”
By Lizi Boyd
J-ER BOY
A child highlights the world around, exploring the
woods. The animals get ahold of the flashlight and
the tables are turned though.

“Hunters of the Great Forest”
By Dennis Nolan
J-ER NOL
A band of tiny hunters sets out from their tiny town.
They almost become prey for a bluebird and a
chipmunk, but manage to escape and make it home.

“Draw!”
By Raul Colon
J-ER COL
A boy is alone in his room but has a sketchbook and
art supplies on hand. With those and his imagination
he takes a journey on an African safari.

“Bluebird”
By Rob Staake
J-ER STA
A boy makes an unlikely friend in a bluebird. The
bluebird follows him everywhere but when it is
injured the little boy must figure out what to do.

“Flora and the Flamingo”
By Molly Idle
J-ER IDL
An unlikely partnership forms between a little girl
and a flamingo. Although they don’t seem to get
along at first, their dancing grows to be in tune with
their friendship.

“Chalk”
By Bill Thomson
J-ER THO
Three children find a bag of magical chalk on the
playground that allows them to actually create
whatever they draw. When they bring a dinosaur to
life, however, they have to save themselves.

“Wave”
By Suzy Lee
J-ER LEE
A little girl plays on the beach and develops a comical
friendship with an ocean wave. She becomes
continually joyful as the dynamic plays back and
forth. Leaving the beach does not mean goodbye.

“Sector 7”
By David Wiesner
J-ER WIE
A foggy field trip turns into a journey through the
clouds. The ride culminates at Sector 7 where clouds
are living things, but the testers there are not so keen
on a child being showing up.
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